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The Syntax of Spatial Transformation and Ethnic
Conglomeration:
How has ethnicity and language shaped Singapore’s urban morphological structure today?

Abstract
This paper intends to prove that the underlying spatial logic of central Singapore has been shaped by the
evolving ethnic discourse, and by extension, language. Colonial racial ideology has been embedded in
Singapore’s spatial morphologies (Benjamin 1976; Hirschman, 1986). The administration of social boundaries
through “inherent” dispositions of ethnicity (Rahim 1998: 239) was seen to have translated into spatial
boundaries. This form of spatial administration resulted in levels of social and economic deprivation for ethnic
minority groups until the period of independent governance. Afterwards, these divisive practices were
addressed through education and housing policy reforms, translating into spatial reorganisation (Phua and
Yeoh, 1998: 312). The first part of analysis shows the progress of Singapore’s spatial logic through four
periods in time. This is observed in a study of various ethnic enclaves alongside a control study of the historic
downtown area, through historic timelines alongside space syntax segment maps. Findings have shown that
the documented records of disparity can be seen through the unequal levels of mobility and movement within
and between Singapore’s various ethnic enclaves. The second part of this analysis addresses the present
spatial scenario, where engineered multiculturalism introduces a new stage of understanding spatial heritage.
Ethnic groups have since been spread out across new towns and ethnic enclaves act more as cultural hubs
and commercial districts. Therefore, this section studies how residential patterns have been reorganised; how
cultural identities are being retained; and the role language plays in spatially shaping current patterns of copresence in the city. Findings show that residential areas are significantly less bounded by ethnicity. However,
language, culture and ethnicity still maintain strong spatial identities in their respective enclaves, shaping copresence and co-absence in the city. Singapore’s current social reproduction still recognizes ethnically
bounded categories which make up a public multicultural performance. As such, heritage and cultural identities
are preserved through the spatial logic of ethnic enclaves - representative of a unified but ethnically diverse
population.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This paper intends to prove that the underlying spatial logic of central Singapore has been shaped by the
evolving ethnic discourse, and by extension, language. Colonial racial ideology was embedded in Singapore’s
socio-economic boundaries (Benjamin 1976; Hirschman, 1986). Society was administered by “inherent”
dispositions of ethnicity (Rahim 1998: 239), where boundaries were manifested through linguistic divide. This
resulted in educational deprivation for ethnic minority groups in addition to spatial segregation leading to limited
opportunities. Post-independence, these divides were addressed through education and housing policy
reforms, translating into spatial reorganisation (Phua and Yeoh, 1998: 312). Language, culture, and ethnicity is
shown to play a diverse but evolving role in shaping co-presence and co-absence in the city. However, there is
a gap in research regarding how these socio-economic infrastructures are explicitly linked and interwoven
within the spatial fabric of the city. Spaces act as the physical manifestation of ethnicity and language as tools
of social engineering, playing different roles of segregation and unification through time. Therefore, the point of
this research is to show exactly how ethnicity and language has played a role in Singapore’s spatial logic and
morphology. In addition, this paper also explores how this spatial logic still exists till this day in a different
multicultural context. Singapore’s current social reproduction still recognizes ethnically bounded categories
which make up a public multicultural performance. As such, heritage and cultural identities are preserved
through the spatial logic of ethnic enclaves - representative of a unified but ethnically diverse population.
The literature review will cover key aspects of Singapore’s history, and significant periods of change within the
ethnic socio-political discourse. This addresses the role of colonisation in establishing a racialized framework,
and how this was later dismantled during the period of independence and decolonisation through the
restructuring of language and housing in the country. In the methodology section, we address how locations
were chosen, as well as methods of historical mapping, data collection and forms of spatial analysis along with
their limitations. Next, we begin a two-part analysis firstly addressing historic change, and next, addressing the
present multicultural urban framework. These findings will then lead on to part three, which acts as a
discussion bridging the evidence to form a comprehensive understanding on how spatial logic has evolved to
support the changing ethnic discourse. Lastly, we will conclude with an understanding of the roles which
Singapore’s urban fabric plays in shaping the social reproduction of the multiracial and multicultural city which
it is today.

1.1 Hypothesis/Research Questions
The research goal is to understand the subtleties of spatial patterning driven by socio-political motivations. This
will be conducted through a three-part analysis cumulating to a discussion on the hypothesis that - the
underlying spatial logic of central Singapore has been shaped by the evolving ethnic discourse, and by
extension, language. The research questions are split into three parts. In part one, the historic timeline of the
ethnic discourse is compared alongside changes seen in segment analysis of historical maps. The aim is to
determine if spatial logic was complicit in structuring a racially divisive urban framework. In part two, we look at
the present map alongside census data, languages of signs, as well as other datasets documenting points of
interests relevant to the ethnic discourse. We look at the success of dispersal of ethnic clustering in residential
neighborhoods, alongside the presence of strong cultural identity in their respective enclaves today. Lastly, in
part three, we discuss how historicity and post-colonial social engineering has shaped the ethno-spatial
discourse of today. Therefore, the research questions are as follows:
1. How has the urban plan of Singapore changed through the course of history? Specifically, how has the
social politics of Singapore been reflected on its evolving urban movement networks?

2. How has language and ethnicity shaped the spatial morphology of Singapore’s historic centre today?
This will be examined through datasets of ethnically and culturally significant landmarks.
3. How has the underlying spatial logic of central Singapore been shaped by the evolving ethnic
discourse, and by extension, language?
Analysis will be structured primarily based on time periods following the change in ethnic discourse. This goes
through three major stages: the establishment of ethnic division, the period of self-organisation within ethnic
communities, and the reintegration of ethnic communities into a homogeneous society. This will lead to a
discussion on present day spatial heritage and cultural preservation in historic ethnic quarters. The discussion
will be in response to the original hypothesis on the underlying spatial logic being shaped by evolving ethnic
discourse, and by extension, language. This will address the relevance of preserving spatial heritage
considering population homogenization.

Chapter 2: Literature Review
In this section, we will be looking at Singapore’s history, ethnic politics, linguistic and housing reforms, as well
as more theoretical aspects and applications of space syntax theories in this urban study. We firstly focus on
historical aspects relevant to Singapore’s ethnic socio-politics, and how colonisation played a role in
establishing a racialised socio-economic framework. We then move on to periods of decolonisation and how
these ethnic and social divisions were addressed through language and housing reforms. Concluding, we look
at how space syntax theories may be used as a tool in explaining the phenomenon of spatial logic and
configuration in supporting and deconstructing these racialised frameworks.

2.1 Overview of Singapore’s History
Historical research will be split up into four periods, each addressing different forms of governance or major
shifts in the socio-political landscape. Each historical period sees a set of unique challenges which reflect upon
the urban landscape as a result (National Library Board, 2014). The historical timeline is as follows:
1819 - 1826: Early Settlement: Immigration and Ethnic Segregation
1826 - 1867: Straits Settlement: Society and Division
1867 - 1942: Crown Colony: Language and Division
1945 - 1955: Post-War Period: Ethnic Reintegration
1955 - 1971: Self-governance: The First Masterplan
1971 - 1989: New Towns: Ethnic Regrouping
The Early Settlement period is characterized by the establishment of the British colony (Yeoh, 2002).
Immigrants were being spatially divided and organized into ethnic quarters, proposed in an earlier town plan
(Jackson Plan). The Straits Settlement saw Singapore emerge as an important trading post. The government
was understaffed and unconcerned with the population’s welfare, and infrastructure was largely funded by
Chinese merchants (Lang, 2004). Growing power led to the establishment of Chinese secret societies, or triads
- divided by dialect groups (NLB, 2015). The Crown Colony era revealed deficiencies in colonial
administration (LePoer, 1989; Turnbull, 2009). Pressing social problems such as labour rights, secret societies
and poor living standards were addressed under direct administration from London (Lim, 2008). The Post-war
era after the Japanese Occupation fell into a state of violence and disorder. Urban infrastructure was
destroyed, while locals were discontented with British rule (Wright, 1993). The first Singapore elections were
also being held at this time (LePoer, 1989). Self-governance was established in 1955, but racial tensions
were high between the Malay and Chinese population, leading to two major riots between 1963-1966 (LePoer,
1989; Leifer, 2009). Significant changes in planning and policy had to be made to ensure the welfare and
social justice of the populace (Public Service Division, 2021; National Library Board, 2021). This eventually led
to an educational linguistic reform and the first master plan of Singapore in 1971 (Chew,2009). Rapid urban
growth began in 1971, termed New Towns. Singapore addressed problems of unemployment, housing, and
education by constructing mixed-used residential towns (URA, 1991). The government also began ethnic
regrouping by imposing ethnic quotas in new residential estates. This ensured that citizens moving out of

ethnic enclaves get evenly distributed throughout various residential estates, down to individual residential
blocks (Phua and Yeoh, 1998: 312; The Straits Times, 17 February 1989).

2.2 Singapore’s Ethnic Politics
With the influx of immigration, the population demographic became increasingly diverse. Although most of its
early settlers were of Chinese and Malay descent speaking various dialects (Liu et al. 2004; Taylor 1994: 7).
Society was subject to colonial organisation, where the population was racially administered Benjamin 1976;
Hirschman 1986). The earliest census in 1824 recorded the population by ethnicity (NLB, 2014; Table.1). This
embedded social-ethnic boundaries and inequalities within Singapore’s early infrastructure. Racial groups were
divided by occupational stereotypes based on “inherent” dispositions of race (Goh, 2008; Go, 2004; L’Estoile et
al. 2005; Rahim 1998: 239), influenced by anthropological imaginations of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, which lent scholarly legitimacy to these representations (Asad, 1973; Fabian, 2014; Lee & Sacks,
1993; Ulin, 1975). The Europeans placed themselves in governing roles; the Chinese majority in trade and
entrepreneurship; the Malay in rural economy or local administration; while the Indians were poorly paid labour
(Kong and Yeoh 2003: 195-196). This racial division extended to spatial segregation firstly separated by
station, public spaces, and housing. Then, a secondary separation of Asian populations through the provision
of ethnic enclaves with further local division by language dialect (Hirschman 1986; Kong and Yeoh 2003).

Table 1: Singapore Census by Ethnicity (Saw, 1969)

Institutionalized pluralism was deeply embedded; referring to a society and system of government that has
different groups of people retain their identities while existing with other segregated groups (Goh, 2008).
Singapore became a ‘medley of peoples’ that ‘mix but do not combine’, meeting ‘only in the market–
place’ and ‘living side by side, but separately, within the same political unit’.
(Furnivall, 1948, 304).
Furnivall’s approach (Vandenbosch, 1948) was inspired by Durkheim’s Division of Labour in Society (1893).
Durkheim suggested that pre-modern and modern societies have distinct social solidarities brought about by
the division of labour. Singapore’s urban arrangement is better described through Hillier and Hanson’s (1984)

Correspondence Theory. This is characterized by correspondence, or mechanical solidarity (Durkheim, 1893),
which depends on local spatial interaction over the global. Meanwhile, non-correspondence or organic
solidarity (Durkheim, 1893) depends on global socio-economic relationships dominating over local spatial
interaction. Singapore separated the Chinese and Malays, confining the former to the modern economy based
on organic solidarity as compradors of the capital; while the latter to politics and the rural economy based on
mechanic solidarity (Goh, 2008). This separation was termed as ‘differential solidarity’ (Hillier & Hanson, 1984),
indicating that movement patterns were governed by ethnicity and race in Singapore.

2.2.1 Decolonisation and the Reformation of Ethnic Politics
The decolonization of Singapore following the period of self-governance created a unique form of “nationalism”
driven by multi-ethnic complexity (Anderson, 2006; Goh, 2008). Nationalist ideology in Singapore transformed
race into a malleable concept for nation-building. The sudden need for a singular national identity did not go
well for the previously separated ethnic communities (Maiello 1995). This led to riots between the Malays and
Chinese due to ideological differences and racial inequality (Bass, 1986; Han, 2005). The Singapore
government urgently addressed this by cultivating “racial hegemony” or the social, cultural, and ideological
consent of multiple ethnic groups (Crichlow, 2013; Omi and Winant, 1994). In The Production of Space
(Lefebvre, 1974), Lefebvre proposed a social theory of space consisting of ‘spatial practice’, ‘representation of
space’ and ‘representational space’. Representations of space would encompass all signs and significations,
codes and knowledge allowing material practices to be understood (Harvey, 1990: 218; Stewart, 1994).
Modern urban planning dispersed ethnic enclaves (Sin, 2003), while multiculturalism was enacted through the
conceived space in everyday life, routinizing spatial practices and social relations reproduced (Giddens,
1985:272). As racial categorization was deeply embedded within the state, the spatial social reproduction of
multicultural recognition was still bounded by race but scripted using language and housing to move beyond
issues of tolerance into equal worth in society (Goh, 2008).

2.3 The Role of Language in Segregation and Reformation
Part of the division of ethnic society was achieved using language. This manifested in the language used in
education and instruction, the language of educational and scientific resources, and the mode of instruction in
employment (Lyut, 2009; Wong, 2007). This was a key part in how the state managed spatial correspondence,
regulating interaction between different ethnic groups. Singapore’s Anglo-Malay pacts recognized bound
colonial authorities to provide for only Malay education in rural areas while establishing some English schools
in town (Lee, 1993, pp. 3–19); Loh, 1975; Wong, 2007). Without state provision, the Chinese community began
running their own schools in the 1820s, funded by the local community with external influences from China
(Fatt, 1968; Gopinathan, 1974; Tan, 1997; Wilson, 1978). These ethnically based schools played a large role in
ethnic segregation as they reinforced non-correspondence models (Hillier & Hanson, 1984) by being exclusive
to speakers of specific languages, commonly predetermined by ethnicity or dialect. Each ethnicity also followed
curriculums modelled from their original ethnic region in England, Malay Peninsula, and India respectively
(Gopinathan, 1974; Loh, 1975; Watson, 1993; Wilson, 1978). Ethnic groups were further divided into those
who spoke in their mother-tongue and those who were English educated. Culturally Anglicized citizens were
more favoured by European and British officials. Within this period of educational and linguistic division, society
was culturally and socially segregated (Rudolph, 1998; Yong, 1968).
This linguistic division began to change after the war, as colonial powers began to recede, locals had to take
up management of the country (Lyut, 2009). The national library became free to all and included multilingual

catalogues with generous local donations (Lyut, 2009). Non-correspondent spaces relying on the organic
solidarity of segregated ethnic groups began to break down from this point into a more homogeneous society.
Several educational policies were also proposed to bridge the linguistic division between schools (Tarling,
1993; Wong, 2007). While initially met with opposition and infrastructural challenges (Liang, 2003), equalisation
was achieved through linguistic ‘cross-pollination’ between schools, with most schools catering for at least two
languages, and English taught across all institutions (PSLC, 3rd Session, 1953, 20 October, B322; SB, 22
October 1953; Wong, 2007). In addition, with a new generation of multilingual population, the culture of
Singapore would begin to become more homogenous through ethnic and cultural interaction. Therefore,
schools began to be much more spatially correspondent as access was now ‘granted’ to schools regardless of
ethnic clustering or language barriers.

2.4 Ethnically Driven Housing Reforms
Education was not enough to address the issue of ethnic segregation as people were still spatially separated
due to the division of ethnic enclaves. The Chinese around Chinatown; the Malays in Geylang Serai; while the
Indians were more spatially dispersed in small groups around Little India as it is known today (Sim et al, 2003;
Siddique & Shotam,1990). While these enclaves were broken up when the government cleared up the central
areas for redevelopment, residents were choosing to resettle based on ethnicity (Sin, 2003). Therefore, the
government imposed a system of ethnic quotas in social housing estates with effect from 1st March 1989.
Public housing became the centre of ethnic reform (Guo, 2016), and a pervasive representation of spatial
organisation in Singapore (Phua and Yeoh, 1998: 312). Ooi (1994) describes housing to be the configuration of
the social and physical landscape in Singapore, representative of the country’s vision of the relationship
between society and space. The government embarked on this project with aims to reproduce a microcosm of
Singapore’s ethnic mix in every block, neighbourhood, electoral constituency, and New Town (The Straits
Times, 17 February 1989). Therefore, Singapore has achieved to a certain extent the multi-ethnic engineering
of a homogeneous society. Ethnicity, however, remains a large part of the Singaporean identity and the
approach was not to remove ethnicity from its entrenchment within Singapore’s societal dialogue. Ethnicity, in
fact, has become an integral part of how the government and country’s spatial policy’s function.

2.5 Application of Space Syntax Theory
Space syntax theories would be extremely relevant in context to this research as it provides an insight into the
underlying spatial logic and configurational structures of Singapore. Segment maps firstly reveals mobility
networks through the analysis of historic maps. This gives us valuable information on how society and spaces
were structured in the past, especially in the absence of detailed historic datasets. Additionally, the theory of
co-absence strongly supports earlier mentioned patterns of social reproduction which manifest through lived
spaces. This allows us to understand how different ethnic communities might get a chance to interact within a
segregated spatial landscape.

2.5.1 Segment Maps
The segment map reveals the interconnection of spaces from their local to global structures (Hillier, 2009).
Axial geometries represent syntactic differences within cities - a reflection of their spatial culture. This can be
explained through the permeability of public and private spaces based on location, or the integration of public
and private dwellings in relation to the urban fabric. Segment maps are a development of axial lines
considering intersections, with additional topological, metric, or angular changes. This maps out urban

movement networks and its social reproduction (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996; Hillier, 2002; Liu &
Jiang, 2012). Segment analysis can be understood through the measures of integration and choice. Integration
measures the to-movement potential of a segment, or potential destinations on an urban grid. This considers
spatial accessibility, or how easy it is to reach from all other segments. Choice, meanwhile, measures throughmovement potential, or its potential as a route from all segments to all others (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier,
2009). Integration and choice measures are integral in identifying movement related structural patterns in cities
since it considers the probabilities of destination and route models and other functional correlations (Hillier,
2009).

2.5.2 Co-presence
Patterns of movement gained from the axial analysis can also be studied through patterns of natural copresence in public spaces. This means that spatial opportunities are provided for social and cultural exchange
(Hillier, 1996; Hillier and Vaughan, 2007). This builds upon the theory of centrality which accounts for a
significant proportion of movement through urban streets, determined by grid structure (Rokem and Vaughan,
2017). Hillier also proposes that a correlation between the mathematical values of integration and choice might
‘index the degree of “movement interface” between inhabitants and strangers’ (Hillier et al. ,1987: 237). This
proposition was tested in London where it was found that the peak intersection between integration and choice
occurs in locations with the highest land use diversity (Vaughan, 2015; Vaughan et al., 2010). Therefore, key
points of encounter and thus, co-presence can be modelled based on crossovers between to and through
movement in the city indicating higher levels of accessibility and interaction (Rokem and Vaughan, 2017).

2.6 Conclusion of Literature Review
In conclusion, there has been extensive literature documenting the ethnic organisation and their spatial
segregation through the course of Singapore’s history. This highlighted two main ways which people were
spatially organised – through linguistically based communities and an educational framework which supports
this divide; and housing segregation through ethnic enclaves. These two factors combine to form a racialised
framework of spatial socio-economic segregation in the earlier parts of Singapore’s history. The reversal of this
segregated approach was likewise documented through the dispersal of ethnic spatial groupings and the
reassessment of a divided education system. This reorganisation forms the basis of the multicultural social
engineering which we see in Singapore today. Many of these spatial changes underlie the basis of Singapore’s
urban morphology. Space syntax and other forms of urban data analysis will act as a tool for this paper to
develop a comprehensive methodology to assess these changes spatially, while understanding the logic
behind these forms of organisation and reforms.

Chapter 3: Methodology and Data
This paper deconstructs the spatial logic of Singapore’s planning and how it has been derived from its history
of ethnic politics. Methodology adopted (Table.2) will maps different time periods to be analysed for their
syntactic configuration and compared alongside changing urban morphology. Space syntax analysis, alongside
other forms of urban data will be used to reveal hierarchies and relationships between the urban network,
points of interests and land uses which shape the primary city activities. Changes seen in the urban landscape
will be compared alongside political change and planning policies pertaining to the ethnic and racial discourse.
This is also reflected through the management and use of language to organize and document different social
groups (Lyut, 2009). This is with the intention of revealing the influences certain policies or ideologies had on
the arrangement of power, society, and politics through spaces. This approach can also be seen in Hanson’s
study of London after the great fire of 1666 (Hanson, 1989); and the study of Karachi and how language,
ethnicity and politics played a role in shaping the planned urban discourse (Khan, 2017).

Table 2: Methodology used in this study

3.1 Location and Case Studies

Figure 1: Labelled Map of Historic Centre

This research will focus on several ethnic enclaves and villages located around the city centre (Fig.1), to
understand the role language and ethnicity has played in their creation and evolution. The centre of Singapore
surrounding the seat of government at Fort Canning Hill will be used as a control study. This centre eventually
developed into the main commercial and business district of Singapore. On the other hand, ethnic quarters
remained mostly left to their own devices (Turnbull, 2009), with their organic growth reflected in the presentday cultural hubs. Therefore, it would be an important benchmark in observing the differences between
planned spatial intentions and the contrasting - mostly organic ethnic quarters. Collectively, these would inform
the socio-political and economic contexts of selected ethnic enclaves through the years, which would have
influenced the social logic of spatial organisation. The following chart (Table.2) maps the selected enclaves of
study, alongside the main ethnicities who resided in these areas:

Table 3: Ethnic Enclave Overview of Ethnicity and Spatial Categorisation.
(Cornelius-Takahama 2005a; URA 2021; Cornelius-Takahama 2005b; Chinatown Singapore 2021; Cornelius-Takahama 2004; Low et
al. 2021; Mittal 2017; Ong 2009; Singapore Statutes 2017; Kampong Glam 2020; Ramlan 2011)

3.2 Methodology of Spatial Analysis Part 1
3.2.1 Historical Timeline of Socio-ethnic Evolution
The overarching spine of this research will be based on a consolidated historical timeline. This is analysed
alongside spatial maps that deconstruct the spatial logic of historic Singapore through movement structures.
The historical timeline will be referenced from historical records of Singapore Library, the National Heritage
Board and supplemented by other historical texts (references in bibliography). From there, a compilation was
produced for this research which documents significant political events, ethno-political outcomes and the effect
it had on urban development. In addition, the histories of specific ethnic enclaves were also documented
alongside - recording significant socio-political or economic changes in those areas. This timeline will be used
to select significant periods in Singapore’s spatial history where historical maps will be used to prove spatial
changes.

3.2.2 Historical Mapping and Segment Analysis
Historical maps from the national archive have been digitized into analysed segment maps through the
measures of normalized choice and integration. Maps are selected to be analysed based on their historic
significance and the integrity of data collected. The digitization process begins with geolocating and scaling
historic maps to more accurate present-day coordinates through roads and referenced landmarks. The present
model of Singapore is then modified to depict the networks from these historical maps. This will be assessed at
radius 400, 2000 and n, at a local, regional, and global movement scale. Local and regional scales will be
prioritized when assessing pedestrian accessibility pre-1990s. This is because they are representative of the
levels of pedestrian mobility before island wide public transport was readily accessible (NLB, 2021).
Movement structures at these scales reveal significant patterns of Singapore’s social reproduction from daily
life, education and work for people living within and traveling out of those spatial clusters. Statistical analysis of
each enclave through different time periods will also supplement this study to compare changes in accessibility
or movement patterns.

3.3.3 Limitations of Historic Data
While the current methodological approach should serve to build a rigorous analysis on the spatial logic of
Singapore’s urban morphology, there are certain limitations. This is especially the case when working with
historic data, with limited information on points of interest such as schools or kampongs at the time. Historic
maps are also often unreliable in accurately capturing clear enough details of landmarks or building
boundaries. To address this, the clearest map containing the most accurate street networks spanning the
whole of central Singapore will be used for each time period, while additional maps and library records of that
period might be used to supplement data on historic points of interest. Even so, this might not be the most
accurate. Therefore, part 2 of this analysis will use census data and present points of interests obtained from
OSM data. This is to further inform Singapore’s present spatial logic and verify that the ethnic spatial
organisation of the past still exists till this day.

3.3 Methodology of Spatial Analysis Part 2
3.3.1 Points of Interests and Census Data
A combination of spatial point data will be used alongside analysed segment maps to justify the logic of spatial
organisation in the present historic centre. We will look how successful the Ethnic Integration Policy has been
by comparing present census data of each enclave and verifying it through the clustering of restaurants with
specific cuisines. This compares both the residential statistics by ethnicity and the social-spatial reproduction of
these areas through restaurants. Next, we will assess how well these ethnic enclaves have preserved their
cultural identities by looking at available places of worship and site observation data on different languages
present on signs in each areas’ high street. Datasets obtained from OSM or data.gov.sg selected include
schools - categorized by language; places of worship - by religion; restaurants - by cuisine type; and signages categorized by language. Historical datasets such as schools based on language of instruction were obtained
through a combination of Singapore’s national archives and documentation within historical maps. Lastly,
signage languages were based on site observations - conducted through google street view considering the
COVID situation.

3.3.2 Clustering Measures
In addition to statistical analysis, heavily populated datasets such as restaurant by cuisine types will also be
analysed to look for patterns of spatial clustering. This is done through K-means clustering - an iterative
algorithm that identifies clusters within a set of points (Lloyd, 1957; MacQueen, 1967). This measure identifies
centres where specific cuisine types congregate, indicating points where ethnically based social reproduction
might be condensed at.

3.3.3 Documentation of Languages on Signs
Street and retail signs have been identified along the main streets of ethnic enclaves (fig. 2). They are then
catalogued based on languages observed. Singapore is a multilingual society, therefore, there are four main
languages used officially – English, Mandarin, Malay, and Tamil. The categorisation of languages identified will
follow accordingly, with an additional classification ‘others’ for other identified languages, and ‘mixed’ indicating
two or more languages identified.

Figure 2: Identified Main Streets - highlighted in red (Language count on signs)

3.3.4 Historic Schools and Linguistic Education
Schools in Singapore were classified by language-based education, segregating communities of different
linguistic backgrounds (see section 2.3). Schools of different languages would have played a role in spatially
bringing people of different communities together if were located within proximity to each other, or in other
enclaves beyond their community base. Therefore, it was imperative to collect as much data on individual
schools and their historic location and language of instruction to identify patterns of spatial copresence. This
methodology compiles records of historic schools from the national records (National Library Board, National
Archives), which documented major schools and changes in location and languages taught. This was then
identified as points on the present map with their taught languages to look at the spatial distribution and
availability of education of different language - and ethnic groups.

3.3.5 Determining Levels of Co-presence
To analyse the relationship between language and patterns of co-presence (refer to chapter 2.5), we will look
at historic educational institutions with different languages of instruction - Chinese, English, Malay, and Tamil.
This will be compared alongside the present network of Singapore by correlating choice and integration values
to determine levels of co-presence. The presence of higher R squared value on a linear regression chart
between integration and choice would be indicative of higher levels of co-presence. Combined with the
presence of different educational institutions, this means that people from different ethnic communities will be
drawn into these locations and interact spatially.

3.4 Conclusion of methodologies
Part one establishes a methodology which compares key points in Singapore’s historic ethnic discourse
against the analysed maps of four corresponding time periods. Movement network analysis of different
enclaves will reveal certain biases of early colonial planning and its future evolution. This is relevant in
dissecting how current day planning has attempted to correct this ethnic social division or to preserve spatial
heritage in certain areas. Meanwhile, part two utilizes data on racially based census and points of interests
linked to ethnic or cultural communities such as restaurant cuisines, language of signage, language-based
schools, and places of worship. This dataset will inform a statistical understanding of how Singapore’s present
urban morphology is being or has been influenced by ethnically based spatial organisation. It will will also
inform an understanding of how spaces have been reorganised to enable a multicultural spatial landscape, or
how the cultural identities of historic enclaves are being preserved. The intended outcome would be to
understand how the ethnic discourse of the past has evolved and shaped present-day Singapore. This will be
extremely beneficial in uncovering the historicity of current day planning, and how the intentions of the past
have been absorbed or adapted to the present urban system.

Chapter 4: Analysis of historical timeline and spatial structure
Here, we will investigate how the urban form of Singapore has changed the course of history, and more
specifically, how social politics has been reflected on its evolving urban movement networks. In this part we will
be focusing on historical maps which act as a physical depiction of key historical events leading to the spatial
organisation of Singapore’s city centre. Each of the selected timelines represents historical periods of
significant spatial change concerning ethnic politics (refer to chapter 2.1). Historic maps will play a role in
dissecting the present spatial logic of Singapore’s urban networks (Table.4).

Table 4: Categorization of Singapore’s' Timeline by Ethnic Organisation

4.1 Ethnic Division (1819 - 1867)
Beginning each part of this analysis is a historic overview of this period. In this table, key ethno-political events,
their outcomes, and the resulting urban development is recorded. In addition, a more detailed look into events
happening within ethnic enclaves or the downtown centre is also recorded and coded by colour (fig.3).

Figure 3: Representative colours in the historic tables

This period marks Singapore’s initial establishment under colonial rule (Table.5&6), and when ethnic division of
space was established. This is evident in the ethnic spatial segregation of the 1822 Jackson Plan or Raffles
Town Plan (Fig.4); the establishment of ethnic categorization in the first official census (NLB, 2021); and the
allocation of land within ethnic enclaves for specific forms of residential and trade uses (Kong and Yeoh 2003).
The allocation of land played a major role in the ethnic classification of social roles which members of different
ethnic origin may participate in. Establishment of Chinese secret societies further separated the majority
Chinese society by dialect and regional origins. This governed local territorial rule and monopoly over major
farming, labour, and entertainment industries.

Table 5: Historic Timeline, Early Settlement (1819-1826)

Table 6: Historic Timeline, Straits Settlement (1826-1867)

Figure 4: Jackson Plan 1822 (National Archives, 2021)

4.1.1 Spatial Network Analysis
In the 1846 integration and choice maps, the red lines represent the top 10% quantile values of street
segments. Little India and Geylang lack urban development with fragmented local integration (fig.5). The northeastern part of Downtown towards Kampong Glam - or the Sultan’s residences at the time was an exception.
Meanwhile, Chinatown was well connected to Downtown on a local scale (fig.6), indicating correspondence
structures between these two areas. On a regional 2000m scale, Downtown and Chinatown both had higher
values of integrated and choice routes (fig.7&8). Geylang also had a main road which connected the city centre
to the plantations along the outskirts. Chinatown, Downtown and Kampong Glam each contained segments
with the top 10% of choice routes, while Little India and Geylang were underdeveloped and isolated (fig.6&8).
This supports earlier records that the Indian and Orang Laut/local Malay communities were more spatially
dispersed out of all the ethnic groupings (Sim et al, 2003; Siddique & Shotam,1990). These network models
indicate that ethnic social groups were organized to limit mobility, particularly in the Indian and Malay enclaves.
Based on the above historic timeline, we know that the modern economy supports a non-correspondence
model, where organic solidarity exists within the Chinese and European communities. Therefore, through this
spatial study, we can prove that the division of organic and mechanical solidarity exists, organizing different
ethnic enclaves into separate forms of correspondent local, and non-correspondent global spatial
configurations. This generated an outcome of inequality and exclusion (Kwan and Schwanen, 2016: 248). Also,
the levels of immobility within the Indian and Malay enclaves would also imply the lack of access to
employment opportunities (and later, education), leading to social exclusion (Leitner et al., 2008; Massey,
1994).

Figure 5 1846 NAIN 400

Figure 6: 1846 NACH 400

Figure 7: 1846 NAIN 2000

Figure 8: 1846 NACH 2000

4.2 Self-Organisation (1867 - 1945)
This period (table.7) was strongly influenced by Chinese politics and the revolution happening in China. The
Chinese Protectorate was established, weakening the rule of Chinese secret societies. Due to the selforganized education system privately funded by Chinese merchants, many educational institutions supported
and promoted the Chinese revolution. The Chinese also expanded into Geylang, Kampong Glam and
Downtown through trade. Up until the Japanese Occupation, Chinese influence grew and spatially ruled over
most of central Singapore. Meanwhile, there were also recorded changes in Little India and the Indian
economy. The Indian community had established a monopoly over the global bullock trade, concentrated along
the fringe roads between Little India and Kampong Glam. Indian merchants also established a strong local
economy trading goods and provisions.

Table 7: Historic Timeline, Crown Colony (1867 - 1945)

4.2.1 Segment Analysis
The spatial network of 1914 can be seen to reflect the above changes. Likewise, we will focus on local to
regional scales. Firstly, we can observe the local fragmentation of Chinatown into separated local clusters
(fig.9). This corresponds to the severance and self-organisation of the enclave with a central Main Street.
However, its regional connections to the City Centre remains strong (fig.11), indicating the prevalence of
Chinese society in the modern non-correspondent economy. Meanwhile, Downtown’s local and regional centre
seems to be expanding towards Little India and Kampong Glam (fig.9&11). New choice routes in the top 10%
of value have also been added towards the Little India enclave (fig.10&12). This can be explained by the
introduction of commerce from Indian merchants, the periphery areas of Little India gravitated towards
Downtown to form an area of high local and regional integration values, indicating a merger into both the
regional and local system. Therefore, the Little India enclave is now being supported by both correspondent
and non-correspondent social and spatial relationships. However, Geylang continues to be underdeveloped

and populated by informal settlements without a clear local structure or connections (fig.9). While it has high
levels of regional integration (fig.11), indicative of the high numbers of dispersed settlements along the route
(fig.13), it remains poorly connected to the city centre, and a segregated community.). Ethnically based
differential solidarity (Hillier & Hanson, 1984) can be seen through these observations as different ethnic
enclaves and their respective social groups had different levels of local and regional accessibility.

Figure 9: 1914 NAIN 400

Figure 11: 1914 NAIN 2000

Figure 10: 1914 NACH 400

Figure 12: 1914 NACH 2000

Figure 13: 1914 Map of Kampong Glam to Geylang Area (National Archives, 2021)

The changes observed in the 1914 network analysis indicates that Singapore Town has established a global
and local centre between Downtown, Little India and Kampong Glam. This concentration can be explained
through the combination of the pre-established European and Chinese economy moving towards the newly
established Indian local centre, and Kampong Glam, the area of the Sultan of Johore and residences of
wealthy Arab merchants. Therefore, a city centre begins to spatially emerge and organize itself around areas
of high to and through movement (Hillier, 2009). Through the combination of historical records and spatial
observation, the Indian community and enclave has joined Singapore’s social economy. However, the Malay
community remains confined to their isolated local spatial boundaries.

4.3 Reintegration (1945 - 1989)
The post-war period (table.8) was a turbulent period of rebuilding and establishing a local government for
Singapore. This also meant the need to establish a unified political stance, which was heavily influenced by
ethnic politics. Urban infrastructure was also crippled during the war, further exacerbating existing issues of
urban slums and housing issues. The elected government decided to use this opportunity of urban rebuilding
to address the issue of ethnic division (table.9&10). This division was particularly disruptive to a cohesive
social fabric as it kept different ethnicities in separated social groups, even isolating the Malay community. This
cycle of urban deprivation led to the communal riots of the Malays against the Chinese (table.9). The
government addressed this through educational and residential restructuring. Spatial segregation of ethnicities
was addressed through the dispersal and relocation of urban slums and residential areas of ethnic enclaves
(table.10).

Table 8: Historic Timeline, Post-War Period (1945 - 1955)

Table 9: Historic Timeline, Self-Governance (1955 - 1971)

Table 10: Historic Timeline, New Towns: Ethnic Regrouping (1971 - 1989)

4.3.1 Segment Analysis
The post-war period saw drastic urban change under the independent government. Singapore’s historic centre
and its surrounding enclaves became significantly denser (fig.14-19). The Downtown area became much more
integrated on a local to global scale. Interestingly, its centre expands north towards Geylang which was
previously underdeveloped. The largest change can be seen in Geylang - which has seen a rapid expansion
and densification of urban infrastructure. This can be partially attributed to the local migration of the Chinese
community, where they set up a Commercial District along the Geylang high street. Evidently, this led to a
strong local, regional, and global structure (fig.14-19) with highly integrated and choice roads into Singapore’s
historic centre. Meanwhile, local integration and choice structure (fig. 14&15) has become increasingly
fragmented in the other historic enclaves and Downtown centre, but regional and global connections remain
strong. This analysis shows that the spatial logic of central Singapore has evolved with the densification of
roads. By the 1980s, most residential areas and all urban slums were cleared out of Singapore’s ethnic
enclaves. Their respective commercial or cultural centres were also gazetted for conservation and are used for
cultural and commercial purposes till today. The Ethnic Integration Policy was also applied to all social
housing, which had quotas imposed on the percentages of residents who can relocate into these flats,
categorized by ethnicity. While ethnicity remains a large part of Singapore’s social politics, the approach was
reversed from segregation into engineered reintegration.

Figure 14: 1987 NAIN 400

Figure 15: 1987 NACH 400

Figure 16: 1987 NAIN 2000

Figure 17: 1987 NACH 2000

Figure 18: 1987 NAIN n

Figure 19: 1987 NACH n

4.4 Present Day (2021)
Present day Singapore operates much like the social logic of 1987. Not much has changed beyond the further
development of New Towns, and the full implementation of the 1989 EIP (table.11). With recent efforts focused
on pedestrianization (URA, 1991; Ho, 2020), how have the spatial identities of ethnic enclaves evolved since
then?

Table 11: Changes in accessibility (integration) and movement (choice) values over time

4.4.1 Segment Analysis
There is observable local change in Little India, Kampong Glam and Downtown, where they seem to have
slightly more prominent clustering of local centres, while Chinatown remains locally fragmented (fig.20).
Geylang retains its strong local to global structure (fig.20-25) and when compared to the land use map,
Geylang also stands out as being the only predominantly residential district compared to the other historic
enclaves. This explains the strong local integration and choice in Geylang as it possesses a strong foreground
network on a local to global scale indicating high levels of intelligibility, while supporting a background network
of residential buildings (Hillier, 2009; Hillier & Hanson 1984).

Figure 20: 2021 NAIN 40

Figure 21: 2021 NACH 400

Figure 22: 2021 NAIN 2000

Figure 23: 2021 NAIN 2000

Figure 24: 2021 NAIN

Figure 25: 2021 NACH n

4.4.2 Land Use Observations
The recent land use plan (fig.26) indicates that every ethnic historical quarter except the Geylang area has
been converted into high density commercial hubs, with majority of the land uses allocated for businesses and
shops. The lack of residential areas shows that moves to clear out urban slums have been successful.
However, has the removal of residential areas affected the cultural identity of these enclaves?

Figure 26: 2019 Land Use Plan (URA, 2021)

4.4.3 Segment Value Comparison
Table 10 compares the integration and choice values of enclaves over time, indicative of changes in spatial
logic. The Downtown control area shows an upward trend of global integration over time, up till 1989. Regional
integration and choice mainly fluctuate with little change, while local integration is constantly decreasing indicating the prioritization of the global network. However, there is a large increase in local choice between
1989 and 2021, while global choice and integration decreases. This aligns with the move to pedestrianize this
district, making it more accessible on a local scale. Meanwhile, Chinatown is becoming increasingly integrated
locally while regional and local integration and choice routes are being left out. Geylang saw a rapid
improvement to its global and local networks in 1987 during the infrastructure boom but is faced with a rapid
decline in local integration in 2021. This trend of growth up till 1987 and then a decline in recent years is
indicative of increasing isolation of these ethnic enclaves. If they are to be part of Singapore’s future
multicultural spatial logic and identity, this factor needs to be addressed. Additionally, Geylang, Kampong Glam
and Little India maintain higher levels of local integration and choice values compared to Chinatown and
Downtown till this day, indicating higher local correspondence.

Table 12: Comparison of enclaves over time

Table 12 compares the average integration and choice values of ethnic enclaves against the Downtown core
over time. Enclaves mostly remain less integrated than the Downtown core - with exceptions of Kampong
Glam in recent years when it is merged into the main historic centre. This is not necessarily bad but indicates
the spatial prominence of the Downtown area as Singapore’s city centre. Meanwhile, most enclaves retain their
prominence as regional centres with higher to and through movement values - this is except for Chinatown.
Chinatown likewise proves to be less locally integrated than Downtown - with exceptions to the period of 1914
where there was strong local self-organisation based on dialect, trade, and triads. Meanwhile, every other
enclave has significantly higher local integration values, while choice values in all enclaves including
Chinatown remain consistently higher. However, there appears to be a decline in overall integration and choice
of these enclaves in recent years. The integration levels of ethnic enclaves have been increasing on a regional
and local scale. This has had an impact on other factors such as the mixing of multicultural social reproduction,
and the individual identities of ethnic enclaves. To assess the preservation of Singapore’s multicultural identity,
their spatial morphology concerning spatial socio-ethnic aspects will be discussed in the following section.

Chapter 5: How has language and ethnicity shaped the spatial morphology
of Singapore’s historic centre today?
Community socialization of previously divided ethnic groups have been addressed either directly - through the
ethnic integration policy, or indirectly - through language and education which re-engineers the logic of
correspondence models in Singapore’s built environment (Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew, Straits Times,4
March 2001). In this case, Singapore’s engineered multiculturalism brings us to a new stage of understanding
its spatial heritage. As ethnic groups are no longer involuntarily bound to spatial boundaries, historic enclaves
can be viewed instead, as spaces that instil commonplace diversity within the city. Commonplace diversity
refers to cultural diversity being experienced as a part of everyday social life (Wessendorf, 2013). The following
research questions explore these concepts.
How has language and ethnicity shaped the spatial morphology of Singapore’s historic centre today? This will
be examined through ethnically and culturally significant datasets to answer the following questions:
1. How successful has the Ethnic Integration Policy been in achieving a multi-ethnic mix in historic
enclaves? (Census, Restaurants)
2. How well has ethnic enclaves preserved their cultural identities? (Worship, Language Signs)
3. What was the role of language - through historic educational institutions in spatially shaping copresence in the city? (POI Schools vs correlating choice and integration)

5.1 The social engineering of multiracialism in ethnic enclaves
This section will be looking at how the goal of multiracialism was achieved through the intentional distribution of
racial groups in residential estates through social housing policy. To supplement this, we will also be looking at
measures of social reproduction documented through data on restaurant cuisine clustering to verify the spatial
distribution of ethnic social groups.

5.1.1 Exploration of Ethnic Groups through Census Data
We begin by looking at the demographics of people still living in these enclaves (table.13). The only area which
mostly corresponds to Singapore’s overall ethnic mix (fig.27) would be Geylang - a mostly residential district
made up of Housing Development Board flats (social housing). Therefore, it is organized by the Ethnic
Integration Policy to achieve an even distribution of each ethnic group. However, the other enclaves and
Downtown area are not entirely subjected to this policy due to many of the residential properties being privately
owned (Ministry of Trade and Industry, 2019). Therefore, in Downtown the percentage of Chinese is
significantly lower than average, while there are higher percentages of other ethnicities living there. In
Chinatown, Little India and Kampong Glam, similar occurrences can be seen where there is a stronghold of
their respectively associated ethnicities. While these figures are less drastic than the ethnic division of the past,
they still maintain their identities as favoured locations of residence for their ethnic groups. What is interesting
is that Kampong Glam has become significantly more favoured by residents of Indian ethnicity than Little India
itself, although both enclaves share close spatial proximity.

Figure 27: Racial proportions of Singaporeans (gov.sg, 2021)

Table 13: Census of Ethnic Percentage Per Enclave (data.gov.sg, 2015)

5.1.2 Social Reproduction in Restaurants and Ethnic Cuisine
The social phenomena of achieving multi-ethnic mixing can be studied in more detail through the mapping of
restaurants of various cuisines associated to these ethnic groups. As mentioned in the literature review,
another important aspect of spatial logic is the social reproduction reflecting daily life and spatial interaction
(Lefebvre, 1974). Therefore, restaurants reflect these practices and cuisines would be indicative of the spatial
reproduction of different ethnic groups (fig.28-31). Chinese and Western cuisines can be seen to permeate
three main areas. Identified through K-means clustering, the centroids (indicated by the white cross) can be
identified in Chinatown, Downtown and Geylang. This reflects the global connection that Chinese and Western
culture have with the spatial logic of Singapore. But what is also interesting is their lack of presence in Little
India and Kampong Glam. Meanwhile, these two enclaves retain a strong relationship with their respective
cuisines, containing most Indian and Malay restaurants in their representative historic enclaves. However,
again contrary to the stark ethnic division recorded in the past, there still is a good amount of mixing when it

comes to different cuisines being present in other enclaves, although historic enclaves still retain a stronghold
(table.14).

Table 14: Chart of Restaurant Cuisines Per Enclave

Figure 28: Map of Western Cuisine

Figure 29: Map of Indian Cuisine

Figure 30: Map of Malay Cuisine

Figure 31: Map of Chinese Cuisine

*Colours are indicative of different identified clusters by the k-means methodology

5.2 The Presence of Cultural Identity within Ethnic Enclaves
5.2.1 Language of Signs
To examine how well cultural identity has been preserved in these enclaves, street and retail signs have been
identified in these spaces and catalogued based on languages observed (refer to 3.4.4 under methodology)
(table.15; figure. 32). English - except for the Geylang Serai Market, remains the dominant language in every
area of Singapore. However, with exception of the Downtown control study, a dominant secondary language
can be observed in the respective enclaves. These corresponded with the ethnic identities of these locations.
Geylang (Serai) firstly, is an exceptional case with Malay being the primary language observed in the area.
Meanwhile, Chinatown and Geylang (Lorong), which is the dominant Chinese Main Street have been observed
to have a dominant secondary language of Chinese. Little India likewise has a dominant secondary language
of Tamil, while in Kampong Glam, observed languages ranged from Arabic to Turkish among several other
languages associated with Middle Eastern Islamic regions. This information corresponds with the recorded
historical cultural identities of these areas, referring to the ethnic enclave overview (table.3).

Table 15: Identified Languages on Street Signs in Respective Enclaves

Figure 32: Overview of Identified Languages on Street Signs

5.2.2 Places of Worship
The secondary measure of cultural identities looks at places of worship in Singapore. Singapore is a multireligious city, corresponding to the ethnic makeup. Buddhism and Taoism for the Chinese population, Islam for
Malays, Hinduism for Indians, and other religions for minority ethnic groups. However, religion in Singapore no
longer has significantly strong ties to ethnic groups, with Christianity being associated with multiple ethnicities,
while 20% of the population is not religious (Fig.33). Nevertheless, places of worship are still worth looking into
due to their strong historic ties with immigration and preserved spatial heritage. Places of worship in
Downtown, Little India, Chinatown and Kampong Glam (fig. 34-38) can be seen to closely follow their historic
ethnic settlements, with the percentage of places of worship representative of their dominant ethnic groups.
The exception has been made for Geylang, representing a range of religious places of worship (fig.36).
Perhaps this can also be attributed to the fact that Geylang is mostly a New Town subjected to the Ethnic
Integration policy, with most of its historic kampongs and landmarks cleared out. Therefore, from these studies,
ethnic enclaves - except for Geylang, have prevailed in preserving their historic cultural value through the
prominence of dominant languages and places of worship observed in their respective areas.

Figure 33: Census 2020 - percentage of religions in Singapore (Singstat, 2020)

Figure 34: Places of Worship in Downtown Singapore

Figure 35: Places of Worship in Chinatown

Figure 36: Places of Worship in Geylang

Figure 38: Places of Worship in Little India

Figure 37: Places of Worship in Kampong Glam

5.3 The Role of Language in Spatially Shaping Co-presence in the City
5.3.1 Historic schools and their language of instruction
How has the spatial logic of schools affected the urban morphology of Singapore’s historic centre? Historic
schools were identified for their languages taught and location (refer to section 3.4.4). Firstly, the number of
Chinese and English schools were largely disproportionate to the number of Malay and Tamil schools
(table.16). The spatial clustering of schools (centroids indicated by white crosses) likewise reflects the spatial
disparity between Chinatown and Downtown from the rest of the ethnic enclaves (fig.39) where there were no
identified clusters of schools within Little India, Kampong Glam and Geylang. This large disparity is worth
looking into, especially for its role in structuring patterns of spatial co-presence within the city, and between
different ethnic groups. Currently, the lack of accessible educational institutions in Little India, Kampong Glam
and Geylang is indicative of the earlier mentioned division of the modern and rural economy. Chinatown and
Downtown were places where the Chinese and Europeans benefited from being part of the modern economy
based on non-correspondence models. This also coincides with the basic administration or manual labour
majority of the Indian and Malay population were relegated to which did not prioritize higher levels of education
(Goh, 2008; Lily Zubaidah, 2001).

Table 16: Language of Instruction in Historical Schools (Based off National Library Board historic school records)

Figure 39: Map of historic schools, classified by language and plot on present 2021 map

5.3.2 The role of historic schools in encouraging spatial co-presence
Spatial co-presence defines key points of encounter between the city’s population, which can be modelled
based on accessibility (Rokem & Vaughan, 2017). This is calculated through the cross-over between different
flows of movement through the city, first proposed by Hillier through the correlation between the values of
spatial integration and choice (Hillier et al., 1987). This creates an index on the degree of movement interface
between inhabitants and visitors - or in the case of this analysis, between people from different ethnic origins
and enclaves.

Figure 40: Roads 500m of Chinese Schools

Figure 41: Roads 500m of English Schools

Figure 42: Roads 500m of Malay Schools

Figure 43: Roads 500m of Tamil Schools

Figure 44: Average Road Co-presence

Table 17: Comparison of R Squared Values

In the above graphs charting the relationship between integration and choice generated by schools with
different languages of instruction (fig. 40-44). The results are definitive that in street segments within 500m
from historical schools, the R squared value (table.17) between choice and integration are significantly higher
than average, especially in the cases of Malay and Tamil language schools. This shows that the cross-over
between different flows of movement through areas near these schools evolved to be higher than normal
through global, regional, and local scales. Another observation is that schools are generally located in better
connected areas such as the Chinatown enclave, Downtown and Kampong Glam while Little India and
Geylang did not house any historical schools. Therefore, these generated levels of co-presence only benefited
areas which were already less isolated. This indicates that in segregated enclaves, there was a lesser
probability of outsiders crossing into the neighbourhood.

Table 18: Comparison of Integration and Choice Values of Roads 500m from Schools.

Results also show higher integration and choice values along segments within 500m from historical schools
(table.18). The placement of historic schools coincided with areas which developed into high choice and
integration routes. Therefore, historic schools played a role in structuring patterns of co-presence in these
areas. Schools were also not confined to ethnic enclaves, and therefore, served as catalysts that brought
people who spoke different languages into common spaces. While schools in the past were divided by
language and to some extent, ethnicity, they still played a role in shaping urban co-presence. The transition of
all schools into a predominantly English medium today can be seen as an extension of this socio-spatial
phenomenon which plays a large role in the multi-cultural mix of Singapore’s schools today. Therefore, schools
make up one of such urban spaces which shape the flow of movement, creating patterns of natural copresence enabling social and cultural exchange (Hillier, 1996; Hillier and Vaughan, 2007).

Chapter 6: Singapore’s Ethnic Conglomeration and its Impacts on Spatial
Logic
In this section, we will summarize and discuss the findings of part 1 and 2 of Singapore’s historical and
present-day analysis.
Part 1: The urban plan of Singapore has seen a transformation in spatial logic from one of ethnic segregation
to engineered multi-racial conglomeration. This multifaceted transformation saw the urban network and spatial
morphology evolve alongside social policies such as education and housing to turn a pluralised framework into
one that is homogeneous to a certain extent. It was evident in section 4.1 that between 1819-1867, ethnic
communities assigned to their enclave saw controlled levels of urban mobility. We can also verify in our
analysis the documentation in section 2.2 that Singapore operated on differential solidary (Hillier and Hanson,
1984). The Indian and Malay enclaves or kampongs were relegated to a rural economy with poor global scale
connections; while the Chinese and particularly, the European communities benefitted from a noncorrespondence model of global and regional mobility. In section 4.2, it was observed in the 1914 network
analysis that while ethnic segregation persisted, changes in levels of mobility could be observed in certain
enclaves. Communities which benefit the global economy were increasingly integrated into an expanding local
centre between Downtown, Little India and Kampong Glam. This change was seen in the historic timeline in
section 4.2.1 where the Indian community began to support regional trade, while providing for bullock cart
materials and infrastructure. Resultingly, road infrastructure was built in the previously informal settlement of
Little India, connecting it into the local centre. Likewise, densification of Kampong Glam could be seen between
the 1914 network in 4.2 and the 1987 map in 4.3. This area has been increasingly integrated, becoming a part
of the expanded Downtown global centre due to the settlement of high-ranking Malay officials and wealthy
Arab merchants. In the 1987 map, the largest urban change could be seen in the Geylang area, with rapid
expansion and densification. This was linked to the local migration of the Chinese community, from the timeline
in section 4.4.1. This resulted in a Chinese run commercial centre and high street being established, while the
original Malay communities migrated further east to Geylang Serai. It was also within this period that major
housing restructures took place. Most residential areas and all urban slums were cleared out of Singapore’s
ethnic enclave, relocating displaced citizens in New Towns with imposed ethnic quotas (see section 2.4).
Therefore, the spatial logic of enclaves would be drastically changed as their main purposed was no longer
that of ethnic segregation, but rather, functioned as historic and commercial centres for ethnically based goods,
services, and restaurants (section 4.4).
From this analysis, Singapore’s centre can be said to be an intentionally structured town with powerful spatial
logic. This has been linked through the historical timeline to ethnic-linguistic change affecting social
organisation and the economy. This was evident through the explanation of Hillier and Hanson’s (1984)
Correspondence Theory. Singapore achieved pluralist organisation, effectively separating the urban space into
separate forms of mechanical and organic solidarities (Durkheim, 1893) - termed ‘differential solidarity’ (Hillier
& Hanson, 1984). This was achieved through language - and the availability of education, and by extension,
job, and trade opportunities in various industries. Enclaves were designed for a rural economy based on
mechanical solidarity and local correspondence. This spatial logic was likewise proven through studies on
changes in local to global scale network values over the years, where Geylang, Kampong Glam and Little India
still maintain higher levels of local choice and integration till this day.

Part 2: Expanding on the urban histories and networks explored in part 1, part 2 aims to answer how ethnicity
and language has shaped the present spatial morphology of Singapore’s historic centre. This looks at the
success of ethnic integration and conglomeration, the preservation of cultural identities in historic enclaves,
and the role of language in spatially shaping co-presence in the city (refer to chapter 5).
The Ethnic Integration policy only applied to state managed housing - meaning it was effective in the
distribution of ethnicity in the Geylang area. However, other ethnic enclaves were primarily commercial districts
with some private housing. Therefore, clustering of specific ethnicities could still be observed to some extent in
these areas through census data (section 5.1.1) although there is a multiracial demographic in these areas.
Furthermore, a study on cuisine types showed that while there is a distribution of different cuisines across all
areas, enclaves still favour cuisines of their historic ethnic cultures (section 5.1.2). This was indicative of ethnic
integration in these areas, although there was still a preference to reside in these historic enclaves by
respective ethnic groups. Additionally, cuisine type shows to a certain extent, that there is still an ethnically
driven cultural narrative present in the social reproduction of these spaces.
To further investigate the preservation of cultural identities, we looked to cataloguing places of worship and
languages on signs seen in these enclaves (section 5.2.1, 5.2.2). Many historic places of worship have been
preserved in their original locations. This corresponded to the religions of the respective ethnicities, and historic
enclaves – except for Geylang, still retain a higher proportion of their unique religious places of worship. The
outlier of Geylang can also be explained due to it being a partial New Town, with the later migration of the
Chinese community, and the presence of social housing estates accommodating for strict multi-racial quotas.
Therefore, new places of worship have populated the area, resulting in an even distribution different religious
place of worship. Additionally, research shows that enclaves corresponded to the languages found on signs in
those areas. Languages spatially corresponded to those spoken by the original communities of historic
enclaves. This shows that languages and religious buildings found in these enclaves once again associated
with their cultural heritage and identities. This proves that while the residential populations can be organized for
multi-ethnic equality to some extent, the spatial logic and morphology of historic enclaves still preserve a
strong sense of cultural identity.
Lastly, we ask the question of how language played a role in shaping spatial co-presence today. While once a
divisive framework, educational institutions still played a large role in shaping patterns of co-presence and
community interaction (section 2.3). On a micro-level, educational institutions linguistically segregated the
population on many scales as previously investigated. However, the spatial patterns of schools could bring
different ethnic communities together on a larger local-regional scale. English, Chinese, and Tamil schools
could be seen to be dispersed throughout Singapore’s city centre regardless of ethnic enclaves. Research
found that regardless of language of instructions, it has been proven that historical schools have played a
major role in encouraging spatial co-presence. Streets within 500m of schools have shown significantly higher
choice and integration values compared to the average value of Singapore’s urban network. Additionally, linear
regression shows that the choice and integration values of streets were highly correspondent, indicating high
levels of co-presence (section 5.3). Therefore, language and ethnicity are intrinsically related within the urban
morphology of Singapore’s historic centre. The spatial logic of schools played a part in structuring patterns of
co-presence on the local to global scale in the urban areas beyond its compounds. Language, culture, and
ethnicity can be said to play a diverse but evolving role in shaping co-presence and co-absence in the city,

from its beginnings as a spatial divide, to its role in bringing different groups of divided people into spaces of
vicinity. Its eventual role was as a tool of social engineering, where it played its role in unifying segregated
groups of people with a common language - English, but different languages still maintain their individual
presence in their respective historic quarters.

Chapter 7: Conclusion
The underlying spatial logic of central Singapore has been shaped by the evolving ethnic discourse, and by
extension, language. Urban morphology is a significant part of urban social discourse - Penn explains in
‘Cognition and the City’ (Penn, 2018) that built environment configurations are intertwined with social forms.
This directly affects social relationships and the patterns of movement by people in space due to the restriction
of movement and visibility (Hillier et al, 1993), and thus on patterns of co-presence. Therefore, inhabiting these
spaces creates the field of co-presence and awareness, forming part of the intersubjective reality that
individuals share as part of society in a feedback loop. This is supported in the Actor-Network Theory (Yaneva,
2009) where it states that design is inevitably socially linked. Conscious decisions from individuals affect their
societal choices, which creates collective social feedback within co-presence spaces. Urban morphology can
be viewed as ‘objects’ manifested through human sociological progress with looping effects on society and the
economy (Penn, 2018). As such, the goal of multiracialism and the current ethnic equality discourse is
inevitably linked to Singapore’s urban morphology. In a study in postcolonial multiculturalism, hegemony is said
to be built from the ground up due to the pluralist situation in previously divided and ethnically segregated
communities (Goh, 2008). The politics of multiculturalism transcends issues of tolerance and cultural survival
but evolves into the public recognition of equal worth (Charles Taylor, 1994). Therefore, present day social
reproduction in Singapore is the recognition of ethnically bounded categories which make up a public
multicultural performance scripted by the state upon independence (Chua 2003; PuruShotam 2000).
In the analysis, we proved that the spatial logic of Singapore has been ethnically and linguistically bounded
since the period of colonisation. This has translated into areas retaining strong ethnic cultural heritage in
Singapore’s historic centre till today. The spatial logic of ethnic enclaves began as intentional segregation –
leading to the creation of spaces integral in the social reproduction of ethnic communities. This spatial
programming prevails despite efforts towards ethnic conglomeration in the larger social discourse of Singapore
through linguistic and housing reforms. These unique spaces have evolved to now act as cultural quarters
which shape Singapore’s centre through their rich ethnically based histories and diverse population. This piece
of research has explored the spatial roles which the ethnic and linguistic discourse has played throughout
Singapore’s urban history. Moving on, this piece of work can act as an important framework in examining the
dynamics of multiculturalism achieved in many modern-day cities. This is especially relevant in historic cities
which evolved under the influence of international trade, or modern metropolises with an increasing immigrant
population. The onus is also on urban planners to be culturally sensitive and aware in balancing existing spatial
logic - while accommodating to emerging immigrant societies when planning for the future of modern
multicultural cities.

Epilogue: Further Studies and Explorations
Studying the impacts of migrant communities on multicultural cities
Measures: Global cities such as London, Manhattan, or Shanghai with a diverse multi-ethnic mix.
Methodology: Cataloguing languages or cultural artifacts and architecture associated with migrant
communities.
By documenting a series of different urban morphologies, the logic of ethnic enclaves might be decoded
through how urban planning might approach the organisation of migrant communities. This study would
produce a comparative framework on how different communities are organized in large cities.

Comparing the various approaches to the spatial integration of migrant communities
Measures: Global cities which have been successful (or unsuccessful) in accepting migrant communities.
Methodology: Multiple deprivation social analysis.
This is an extension of the previous suggested study which would look at the scales of multiple deprivation in
different urban models. These look at present successes and failures in accepting migrant communities into
the urban network, to catalogue different approaches to understanding and planning for ethnic enclaves.

Studying the impact of visibility on ethnic integration.
Measures: Presence of culturally significant retail shops, places of worship and the growth of cultural
landmarks and commerce.
Methodology: Visibility graph analysis - testing if the visibility of landmarks and commercial shops contribute to
their sustained presence or growth in an urban area.
This is a more technical approach in assessing local scale growth within different ethnic enclaves. Ideally it
would be conducted in different cities to see if the visible presence of migrant communities contributed to the
levels of tolerance and acceptance of that community into the local culture.

Glossary
Axial Map
The axial map is constructed by taking an accurate map and drawing a set of the shortest intersecting lines
through all the spaces of the urban grid (Space Syntax Glossary, 2021).
Segment Analysis
Segment analysis is any analysis of a segment map, including topological, angular, and metric analyses. The
segment is the section of axial line or street or path lying between two intersections (Space Syntax Glossary,
2021).
Integration (NAIN - Normalized Integration)
Integration is a normalised measure of distance from any space of origin to all others in a system. It predicts
the to-movement potential of destinations, indicative of their levels of accessibility (Space Syntax Glossary,
2021).
Choice (NACH - Normalized Choice)
Choice measures how likely an axial line or a street segment is to be passed through on all shortest routes
from all spaces to all other spaces in the entire system or within a predetermined distance (radius) from each
segment. It predicts the through-movement potential of the route (Space Syntax Glossary, 2021).
Normalization (Choice)
It divides total choice by total depth for each segment in the system. This adjusts choice values according to
the depth of each segment in the system, since the more segregated it is, the more its choice value will be
reduced by being divided by a higher total depth number (Space Syntax Glossary, 2021).
Normalization (Integration)
Normalised angular integration aims to normalise angular total depth by comparing the system to the urban
average (Space Syntax Glossary, 2021).
Clustering
Spatial grouping of locations, identified by k-means in this paper (Lloyd, 1957; MacQueen, 1967).
Co-presence
The group of people who may not know each other, or even acknowledge each other, who appear in spaces
that they share and use. Co-present people are not a community, but they are said to be the raw material for
the creation of a community (Hillier, 1996; Space Syntax Glossary, 2021)
Correspondent/Spatial
Sharing a relationship bound by local spaces. Relationships formed by physical proximity and interaction
(Hillier and Hanson, 1984).

Non-correspondent/Transpatial
Actions or social relationships dominating over spatial interaction, emphasizing the global spatial structure over
the local (Hillier and Hanson, 1984).
Modern Economy
Economy based on non-correspondent/transpatial relationships such as language and social hierarchy (Hillier
and Hanson, 1984).
Rural Economy
Economy based on correspondent/spatial relationships that function on proximity to trade/location (Hillier and
Hanson, 1984).
Ethnic Integration Policy (EIP)
The EIP is put in place to preserve Singapore's multi-cultural identity and promote racial integration and
harmony. It ensures that there is a balanced mix of the various ethnic communities in HDB towns. The EIP
limits are set at block/ neighbourhood levels based on the ethnic make-up of Singapore (HDB, 2021).
Housing Development Board (HDB)
Singapore's public housing authority, which plans and builds social housing estates. HDB also colloquially
refers to social housing units (HDB, 2021).
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA)
National urban planning authority of Singapore in charge of every aspect of urban planning (URA,2021).
Cantonese
Refers to the dialect or the community originating from the Chinese city of Guangzhou and its surrounding
areas.
Eurasian
A person of mixed Asian and European ancestry.
Geylang
Geylang is said to be derived from the term lemongrass, or Kilang in Malay for its lemongrass plantations
(NLB, 2021).
Hainanese
Refers to the dialect or the natives of Hainan Island in China.
Hokkien
Refers to the dialect or the community originating from the Chinese province of Fujian
Kampong/Kampung
Malay term referring to a village.

Sultan
A Muslim sovereign
Temenggong
An old Malay and Javanese title of nobility, usually given to the chief of public security. The Temenggong is
usually responsible for the safety of the monarch (raja or sultan), as well as overseeing the state police and
army.
Teochew
Refers to the dialect or the community originating from the Chinese area of eastern Guangdong
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Appendices

Appendix 1 Historical Maps
Historical maps gathered from the national archives, used as the base reference for creating historical segment
maps (results and relevant map references already shown in the main body).

1822 Jackson Plan

1825 Map

1836 Map

1846 Map

1860 Map

1873 Map

1905 Map

1932 Map

1914 Map

1945 Map

1958 Map

1969 Map
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1987 Map

Appendix 2 Historical Segment Maps (Analysed)
These are additional historical maps that have been analysed but not included in the main text due to the lack
of accuracy/clarity of data in the original maps. Additionally, these maps might not have been relevant to the
analysis as it did not capture significant changes or important periods in Singapore’s history.
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